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Context: Fake News (FN) are claims that are factually wrong and that 
have the intention to mislead an audience (see [1] and references 
therein). This malicious behaviour is extremely prevalent on social 
media platforms like Twitter and Facebook. In fact, the majority of 
people with online access will partly or fully be informed through 
these platforms, posing a serious risk on how social opinions are 
formed since FN are often merged with truthful information which 
makes them hard to assess by a victim. Indeed, very recent events 
confirm their power. For example, it has been reported a deluge of 
misinformation related to Covid-19 [2] and vaccines [3] occurred in 
social platforms. Equally important is the case of electoral 
campaigns: the authors of [4] showed that among 171 million tweets 
related to the US 2016 elections, 25% of them were FN; and similar 
observations have been observed in the French and Italian elections 
[10]. The word “infodemic” has been coined to describe this pandemic 
of FN, which indeed have been shown to propagate faster, and deeper 
than real news [5]. In sum, studying the spreading of FN and their 
quick detection is a subject of utmost importance. 

Main Objectives: In this thesis we aim to study the principles that 
rule the diffusion of Fake News inside social platforms. In 
particular, we have the following two main objectives: (I) to 
characterise diffusion patterns and classify/predict FN from 
diffusion paths, and (II) to propose novel mitigation strategies by 
means of learning algorithms that can quickly spot FN from massive 
interactions traces.

Method and Novelty: In contradistinction to most literature devoted 
to the study of FN that heavily rely on natural language processing 
or sentiment analysis methods, in this work we propose to thoroughly 
study the diffusion dynamics of FN inside the social graph. Our 
hypothesis is that FN leave a signature that can be characterised by 
the structural and dynamical properties of interactions of the 
underlying social graph: namely, that FN will transit through 
specific diffusion paths or cause super-spreaders to be active at 
specific time intervals. Such structural signature has recently been 
incorporated into machine learning pipelines for FN detection [11, 
12] with great success, yet a detailed study is still missing. The 
novelty of our approach will thus come from the use of original 
models of social platforms [6] as well as graph-related tools [9], 
both recently developed in LIP6, that can naturally find application 
in the analysis of diffusion and the proposal of mitigation control 
policies. Furthermore, the question how to fight against Fake News 
has not been sufficiently studied either, and there are no realistic 
policies suggested until now.



Specific Aims:

(I) Characterise the diffusion of FN: This part will answer the 
question why and how misinformation can trigger a large sharing 
cascade among the users on social media. To do so, we will study 
patterns in the way diffusion episodes are spread among users, and 
use these for classification and prediction. In this part of the 
work, questions related to user and/or activity clustering as well 
as assortativity are very pertinent, because there is a relation of 
FN spread with filter bubbles and polarisation of opinions [7]. To 
achieve this, we will adapt our models from [6] but we will also use 
ideas from the LIP6-ComplexNetworks team, which introduced Link 
Streams to model and study interactions over time and diffusion 
paths formed by them [9]. For classification and prediction purposes 
we will build upon current pipelines that leverage Graph Neural 
Networks.

(II) Study ways to mitigate FN: In this part we will mostly study 
centralised policies (from the social-platform perspective). 
Existing works [8] propose to dynamically incentivise users to 
spread true news. In our opinion, however, the platform has a more 
important role in the control of FN, because it can intervene on 
user feeds to either filter FNs or to promote real news. Such 
platform-based policies can be cast in the framework of 
Reinforcement Learning; the platform can have partial observation of 
the current situation (since not all FN can be identified) and 
intervene to correct with its own advertising or filtering policies. 
Alternatively, user coalitions (from mainstream or online media) 
could cooperate and adapt their actions to promote more intensively 
verified content.

DATA: There are many available datasets for FN related to their 
spread in social media. These come primarily from Twitter, see 
CREDBANK and FakeNewsNet in [1], Covid19 Infodemics Observatory in 
[2]. Two datasets: Recent Fake News and 2011 Tohoku earthquake and 
tsunami in [13]. 
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